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VM INTROSPECTION: 
CREATING NEW 
FRONTIERS FOR 
LIVE FORENSICS
Unearthing and profi ling sophisticated x64 bit kernel mode “bootkits” that continue 
to leverage holes on Windows 7, bypassing protection mechanisms like Windows 
“patch guard”. Rahul Kashyap and Vadim Kotov investigate.

/ INTERMEDIATE

Malware analysis has become expensive from a security 
operations point of view, as it usually involves setting 
up environments, then ‘snapshotting’ various images 

and installing numerous monitoring tools for each instance of a 
malware infection. For sophisticated malware such as bootkits, 
rootkits et al., this can be even more cumbersome. Advanced 
types of malware need the analyst to have signifi cant expertise 
as most well known detectors, (such as Anti-Virus or HIPS) are 
not reliably able identify these infections. 

In this article we’ll present some new, innovative approaches 
designed for the Security Operations Centre (SOC) to automate 
malware analysis, using a security-centric hypervisor designed 
to achieve this goal by leveraging “VM introspection”. Coupled 
with this, we leverage a visualization engine that makes live 
forensic events easier for most SOC operators to recognize. This 
visualization tool creates an actionable high-level framework 
for threat intelligence and the ability to do deep down analysis. 
Some malware can be identifi ed with just the visualization 
events provided, while other less obvious attacks will require 
the deep analysis described. The tools used in this article are 
Bromium LAVA 1.0 (Live Attack Visualization and Analysis), IDA 
Pro 6.4 and Immunity Debugger. 

At the end of the article we’ll attempt to create a workfl ow 
for such analysis and store all of this information such that 
it can be used for future reference. This article is focused 
on the second stage exploitation vectors used by a popular 
bootkit, as opposed to the initial stage infection that is usually 
a “drive by download.” This kind of analysis can be used for 
various other types of infectors like Trojans, RATs, exploits 
and so forth. The aim of this article is not to provide analysis 
of the complete execution code path, but rather to highlight 
a framework that can be used for quick malware analysis in a 
safe environment. 

In the research for this article we analysed the Gapz bootkit; 
one of the latest and most advanced pieces of malware (MD5: 
e5b9295e0b147501f47e2fcba93deb6c). 

/ Background
As anti-virus technologies evolve malware authors put 
more and more effort into making their products persistent 
and undetectable. Infecting operating system (OS) kernel 
structures and hard drive’s boot sectors is the major trend 
in malicious software design for the last few years. In order 
to evade security mechanisms implemented in OS as well as 
third-party security monitors, malicious code gets injected 
into the Master Boot Record (MBR) or Volume Boot Record 
(VBR) of the hard drive. 

MBR is a 512-byte piece of 16-bit machine code located in 
the fi rst sector of the hard drive, which takes control right 
after BIOS’ Power-On Self Test (POST). VBR in its turn is the 
code located in the fi rst sector of the bootable partition (in 
Windows systems it’s usually the ‘C’ drive) and invoked by the 
MBR program. Since both MBR and VBR programs execute in 
real mode before the operating system, infecting it will allow 
an attacker to take full control over the target system. 

Started from MBR or VBR, malicious code will patch 
the operating system boot manager components one 
after another, modify kernel structures and evade 
mechanisms such as patch guard. Malware that features 
such functionality is called a bootkit. A bootkit is extremely 
hard to detect and remove; it can stop or trick any protection 
installed in the system. Furthermore, it might have its own 
fi le system and TCP/IP stack, and can directly communicate 
with the hard drive detouring the fi le system driver, etc. 
To detect such threats it is important to focus on the 
initial infection stage. 

/ Dynamic Analysis 
Using the Bromium LAVA (Live Visualization and Analysis) tool 
we can detect and analyse complex threats such as bootkits. 
In the remainder of the article we show the analysis approach 
that leverages VM introspection techniques in computer 
forensics and malware analysis.
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Execution of a malware sample in LAVA is the fi rst essential 
step of the malware analysis. The following event graph was 
produced by LAVA after executing Gapz.A:

The event trace that LAVA produces allows us to tell whether 
the analysed binary is malicious and reveals the main steps of 
infection. The tool used for this analysis creates ‘micro-VMs’ 
that create an environment for the malware executable to leave 
a forensic trace of its activity, which LAVA records and analyses. 

By looking at the Relational, Temporal and Functional 
{R,T&F} visual trace, we can instantly infer that the 
executable is malicious. We then look at each LAVA event, 
and try to understand the rationale behind it and use it for 
further in-depth analysis. Each LAVA event shows a step of 
the infection workfl ow. Details for each Gapz.A event are 
provided in Table 1 as well as its explanation in terms of 
malicious activity. 

Figure 1. Gapz.A Behaviour Graph

No LAVA Event Gapz Activity

1 Process Opened – explorer.exe Inject malicious payload into running instance of Windows 
Explorer

2 Invoked – svchost.exe Create a new process to inject the shellcode

3 Reg Value Manipulated – \Software\Microsoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\Run\PiracyGuard Add itself to autorun

4 File Modifi ed – \ProgramData\PiracyGuard\pguard_widucqi.exe Replace the binary to new location under a new name

5 Reg Value Manipulated – \EUDC\1252\SystemDefaultEUDCFont Exploit CVE-2010-4398

6 Reg Value Deleted – \EUDC\1252\SystemDefaultEUDCFont Remove the affected registry key

7 Boot Sector Write Modify MBR or VBR

8 Reg Value Deleted- \Software\Microsoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\Run\PiracyGuard Remove itself from autorun

9 Token Access Detected – SeShutdownPrivilege Get privileges to reboot the machine in order to run boot code / 
malicious driver

10 Reg Value Manipulated – 
\Local Settings\MuiCache\2\52C64B7E\LanguageList

Table 1. Event Trace of Gapz.A
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Figure 2. Statistical Characteristics of the Binary

The event trace immediately gives us valuable information 
that can be used for infected system forensics, boot sectors, 
registry keys, dropped fi les, etc.

Let’s look at the recorded events in more detail. The fi rst 
two events indicate an attempt to inject the malicious payload 
either into the running explorer.exe or into a newly created 
svchost.exe. Furthermore we can conjecture that:

•  Malware might have two alternative infection paths 
(one for explorer.exe and another for svchost.exe);

•  There might be host intrusion detection system 
(HIPS) / anti-virus evasion techniques implemented;

•  Binary uses such API calls as OpenProcess, 
CreateRemoveThread, WriteProcessMemory, etc.

Events 3 and 4 reveal that the bootkit impersonates 
PiracyGuard and takes a random name pguard_[random].exe.

Accessing the SystemDefaultEUDCFont registry key (Events 
5, 6) does not correspond to the infection itself, but might 
indicate an exploitation attempt to escalate privileges. A quick 
search for Windows security advisories confi rms that it is the 
exploitation of the CVE-2010-4398 vulnerability.

Event 7 is quite self-explanatory and indicates a master 
boot record or volume boot record infection. The 8th event is 
rather strange at fi rst sight; why would malware remove itself 
from Autorun? There is only one reasonable explanation of 
this behaviour, if the boot sector infection succeeded then it 
does not need the Autorun key. Otherwise it will repeat the 
infection procedure each time the victim reboots the system. 
Event 9 corresponds to the system shutdown. In the browser 
window we’ll see a logging off screen followed by a vSentry 
error message. The last event was produced by explorer.exe 
and does not represent malicious activity.

Before diving into disassembled code analysis we can play 
with the micro-VM environment to get as much information 
as possible with empirical analysis. LAVA shows that the 
bootkit dropper needs to open explorer.exe. We can remove 
Windows Explorer from the analysis environment and observe 
how the malware behaviour changes. The same holds for any 
other process (except for the limited set of applications that 
are crucial for the OS to run). The Gapz.A infection without 
explorer.exe stays the same in general except for two things:

• It does not open explorer.exe
• It does not reboot the machine

This confi rms our assumption about two infection 
routines (for explorer.exe and svchost.exe). This allows us to 
investigate the infected system (since it does not reboot the 
machine the microVM stays alive). Now that we have a good 
understanding of the program workfl ow, we can proceed to do 
a more thorough analysis, which includes disassembling and 
debugging of the malware binary. 

/ In-Depth Analysis
Malware droppers are usually obfuscated. Figure 2 shows 
an entropy plot of the analysed Gapz sample. There is a 
very small portion of code (represented by lower plot at the 
0-200) and a big chunk of random data (high entropy area; 
higher plot at the 200-1400). This piece of the malware image 
is marked by IDA Pro as “Unexplored” and indeed points at 
some random data.

The essential step in malware analysis is payload de-
obfuscation. A packer/cryptor can be very complicated and its 
analysis very time consuming. Introspective analysis shows us 
the main steps of the malicious program execution and hence 
we know exactly what events the actual payload produced. 
The de-obfuscation methodology can look like this:

1.  Determine the Windows API call that corresponds to the 
fi rst LAVA event;

2. Run the obfuscated fi le under the debugger and set a 
breakpoint to this API call;

3. Look at the call stack to trace back the origin of the call and 
locate the original entry point (OEP)

4. Dump the corresponding memory region and fi x the PE header.

/ IDA Pro 6.5
IDA standing for Interactive DisAssembler is available from 
Hex-Rays with Forum, Blog & Support available. (https://www.
hex-rays.com/products/ida/support/download.shtml) IDA is free 
for non-commercial users.

/ POST
Power On Self Test (POST) is a function of the motherboards Built 
In Operating System (BIOS) that provides two forms of diagnostic 
information, namely:

• Beep Codes – These are available if your motherboard has a 
built in speaker, there are a number of Beep Codes applicable to 
each BIOS Company and charts are normally required in order 
to analyse the audible codes being heard.

• POST Codes – are two digit codes displayed on a small 
reader located on the motherboard. The codes are different 
for each BIOS manufacturer, again charts are required in 
order to understand the codes, these are available from the 
manufacturers websites.
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Figure 3. De-obfuscated Payload in the Memory Layout

Figure 4. In-Depth Analysis Methodology Based on LAVA Trace

Address Returns To Procedure/Arguments Called From Frame Stack Dump
00E5FAE4 002E3EA8 kernel32.OpenProcess Gapz_A_1.002E3EA2 00E5FB84 00000410 0000000
00E5FAE8 00000410 Access = VM_READ|QUERY_INFORMATION

00E5FAEC 00000000 Inheritable = FALSE

00E5FAF0 000007E8 ProcessId = 7E8
00E5FB48 002E4040 Gapz_A_1.002E3E4C Gapz_A_1.002E403B 00E5FB84 0034C789 00E5FE7

00E5FB88 002E7C01? Gapz_A_1.002E3F83 Gapz_A_1.002E7BFC 00E5FE84 0000000

In our example the fi rst thing that the Gapz dropper does 
is payload inject. In order to do that it has to call kernel32.
OpenProcess with the PID of explorer.exe as one of the 
arguments. Since kernel32 is mapped to every Windows 
process we can safely set a breakpoint on OpenProcess. The 
call stack of Gapz.A on the OpenProcess breakpoint looks like 
this (Immunity Debugger was used):

From the call stack we see the call originates from 002E7BFC. 
Indeed, the memory layout view shows that the whole PE 
executable was unpacked to 002E0000 (see Figure 3).

After this step, fi nding the OEP is trivial. We could either 
dump an image right away or analyse it thoroughly to fi nd the 
place where the program jumps to the OEP. 

The goal of malware analysis usually depends on concrete 
problems that an analyst tries to solve. Let’s consider the 
general case, where we need to build the workfl ow (as a 
graph for example) of the malware binary. A methodology 
of malware analysis with LAVA can be seen as mapping the 
recorded events to the samples’ workfl ow graph (Figure 4) 
for analysis. 

Once we have some nodes of the {R,T&F} workfl ow graph 
covered by LAVA, we can then ascend or descend to the 
parent/child nodes to determine:

•  Other execution branches that a malware sample can take
•  Events that generate network activity
•  Events that do not communicate directly with the OS
•  Events that get triggered under certain pre-qualifi ed 

conditions, etc.

Let’s look how this methodology works with the Gapz.A 
analysis. The main static analysis tool was IDA Pro 6.4. The 
fi rst step of the infection is an attempt to inject the shellcode 
into Windows explorer. We need to fi nd the corresponding 
string in the Strings subview and look for the cross-reference 
to the code where this string is accessed (alternatively we 
could look at Imported functions, but this wouldn’t work if API 
calls are obfuscated). 

This immediately brings us to the function that searches for 
the“explorer.exe” processes using CreateToolhelp32Snapshot 
/ Process32First / Process32Next. From this function we go up 
using cross-references until we reach the code responsible for 
the actual injection. It is based on Power Loader and operates 
as follows: 

•  Open one of the BaseNamedObjects sections
1.  \BaseNamedObjects\ShimSharedMemory
2. \BaseNamedObjects\windows_shell_global_counters
3. \BaseNamedObjects\MSCTF.Shared.SFM.MIH
4. \BaseNamedObjects\MSCTF.Shared.SFM.AMF
5. \BaseNamedObjects\UrlZonesSM_Amdinistrator 
•  Open explorer.exe and build a ROP-based shellcode “loader”
•  Find the ”Shell TrayWnd” window
•  Call GetWindowLong() to get the pointer of its window function
•  Call SetWindowLong() to replace with the address of the 

shellcode in the shared memory;
•  Trigger the shellcode by calling SetNotifyMessageA().

From this function we ascend higher and end up in the main 
routine. From that point we need to cover everything that is above 
the Power Loader injection. Figure 5 depicts the whole procedure. 
Since the dropper does not communicate with OS before injection, 
we need to cover this code manually. Next, we repeat the same 

/ Immunity Debugger
Immunity Debugger is a powerful tool designed to write 
exploits, analyse malware, and reverse engineer binary fi les. 
The tool can be downloaded from the immunity website 
(http://debugger.immunityinc.com/).

Table 2. Gapz.A Call Stack Thread 00000710
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procedure for other events produced by LAVA. This approach 
allows us to focus on the functions that are not recorded by LAVA 
and thus quickly reach a high rate of code coverage.

Ascending analysis of the second event (Invoke svchost.
exe) shows that during the execution inside the micro-VM 
system the bootkit failed to inject its payload in explorer.exe 
so it went with the second option – infecting svchost.exe (or 
cscript.exe, depending on presence of HIPS). The workfl ow of 
the secondary infection routine is as follows:

1.  Create process (e.g. svchost.exe) in suspended state.
2. Map the image of the created process.
3. Write the shellcode and required Win API addresses to the 

mapped image.
4. Un-map the view of code section in the target process.
5. Map the modifi ed section (with the shellcode) to the 

target process.
6. Resume the thread of the target process.
7. All the remaining events are produced by the shellcode on 

behalf of the target process (in our example – svchost.exe).

The shellcode of Gapz, apart from modifying the autorun 
registry key, has functionality for infecting the VBR and MBR.

An analysis of other Gapz modifi cations gives us some 
interesting results, as shown in Table 3.

We can see that two of three Gapz modifi cations infect the 
boot sector. Further in-depth analysis showed that Gapz.A 
infects the VBR and Gapz.C the MBR. The bootkit functionality 
seems to be disabled in Gapz.B. At the same time it is the only 
sample that tried to access the C&C server right away; the 
others prefer to reboot the system fi rst.

/ Summary
We have described the two applications of micro-VM 
introspection and visualization, for the initial response to 
a malware infection and for supporting in-depth analysis. 
The proposed analysis workfl ow for computer forensics 
can help in saving precious time for SOC analysts normally 
leveraging traditional virtualization technologies. We 
showed the role of tools such as Bromium LAVA, IDA Pro 
and Immunity Debugger in quickly reaching high volumes of 
code coverage. 

Forensic reports generated by LAVA can be used for building 
a comprehensive and representative malware repository 
that can be referenced in the future for malware analysis, 
retrospective statistical research and visualization of the 
threat landscape. /

/ Malware Dropper
A dropper is part of a malware coding that is designed to “install” 
some form of Malware onto the target system. The Malware code 
is normally contained within the dropper in a way that avoids 
detection by virus scanners. Alternatively the dropper may 
download the malware once activated.

Sample File System Activity Registry Activity Network Activity Bootkit Activity Detected

Gapz.A Dropper relocation Manipulate SystemDefaultEUDCFont
Manipulate autorun key No Yes

Gapz.B Dropper relocation
Creating “info.dat” fi le Manipulate autorun key Resolve C&C domains No

Gapz.C Creating DropperLog.log Manipulate SystemDefaultEUDCFont No Yes

Figure 5. Ascending Code Analysis

Table 3. Summary of Gapz Samples Analysis with LAVA
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